Man's Fare: Hot Soup

Rugged games can take a lot out of a man - regardless of his age. But a hearty Campbell's Soup will help replace essential nutrients, help satisfy the palate and appetite.

Mothers with children who are problem eaters will be grateful for Campbell's Soup. Tomato Soup, for instance, contains a wide range of essential nutrients... and children love it made with milk. Each 7 oz. serving of Cream of Chicken Soup provides approximately 21 mg. calcium (139 mg. when made with whole fresh milk). Another children's favorite is Campbell's Vegetable Soup with its fifteen different vegetables, and it is particularly rich in Vitamin A (average 2,488 I.U. per 7 oz. serving).

The fussy, finicky eater is sure to find his favorites among the many different varieties of Campbell's Soup—all carefully blended, all naturally good. Campbell's Soups contain the best garden vegetables picked at the peak of their ripeness and color. These are combined with fine lean meats, tender poultry, select sea food. Careful processing helps maintain nutritive values and rich natural flavors. Write us today for a copy of our new series of nutritional analyses of all our soups.

There's a soup for almost every patient and diet, for every meal.

Campbell Soup Company, Dept. 19, Camden, New Jersey.
New Clinical Findings on a Challenging Subject are to be found in the new

SYMPOSIUM ON DIABETES

RACHMIEL LEVINE, M.D., Guest Editor
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* The Prediabetic State. A Concept of Dynamic Resistance to a Genetic Diabeticogenic Influence
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* Comparative Aspects of Spontaneous Diabetes Mellitus in Animals
* Plasma Insulin in Health and Disease
* Immunologic Aspects of Insulin
* The Production of Experimental Diabetes by Means of Insulin Antibodies
* On Some Biochemical Aspects of Diabetes Mellitus
* Ketogenesis and Hyperketonemia
* Critique of the Therapeutic Usefulness of the Oral Agents in Diabetes
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The Symposium on Diabetes was published in the December 1961 issue of the American Journal of Medicine. Subscribe now. One year (12 issues), $14.00; Canada, $15.00; Foreign, $18.00. Individual copy, $4.00 postpaid.
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For your patients with infections or other illnesses who need therapeutic vitamin support. Each Theragran supplies the essential vitamins in truly therapeutic amounts:

Vitamin A . . . . . . . . 25,000 U.S.P. Units
Vitamin D . . . . . . . . 1,000 U.S.P. Units
Thiamine Mononitrate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 mg.
Riboflavin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 mg.
Niacinamide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 mg.
Vitamin C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 mg.
Pyridoxine Hydrochloride . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 mg.
Calcium Pantothenate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 mg.
Vitamin B\textsubscript{12} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 mcg.
nutrition...present as a modifying or complicating factor in nearly every illness or disease state 1


cardiac diseases "Who can say, for example, whether the patient chronically ill with myocardial failure may not have a poorer myocardium because of a moderate deficiency in the vitamin B-complex? Something is known of the relationship of vitamin C to the intercellular ground substance and repair of tissues. One may speculate upon the effects of a deficiency of this vitamin, short of scurvy, upon the tissues in chronic disease." 2


arthritis "It is our practice to prescribe a multiple vitamin preparation to patients with rheumatoid arthritis simply to insure nutritional adequacy..." 3


digestive diseases Symptoms attributable to B-vitamin deficiency are commonly observed in patients on peptic ulcer diets. 4 Daily administration of therapeutic vitamins to patients with hepatitis and cirrhosis is recommended by the National Research Council. 5


degenerative diseases "Studies by Wexberg, Jolliffe and others have indicated that many of the symptoms attributed in the past to senility or to cerebral arteriosclerosis seem to respond with remarkable speed to the administration of vitamins, particularly niacin and ascorbic acid. These facts indicate that the vitamin reserve of aging persons is lowered, even to the danger point, more than is the case in the average American adult." 6


infectious diseases Infections cause a lowering of ascorbic acid levels in the plasma; and the absorption of this vitamin is reduced in diarreal states. 7


diabetes Diabetics, like all patients on restricted diets, require an extra source of vitamins. 8 "Rigidly limiting the bread intake of the diabetic patient automatically eliminates a large amount of thiamin from the diet... There is some evidence of interference with normal riboflavin utilization during catabolic episodes." 9


FOR FULL INFORMATION SEE YOUR SQUIBB PRODUCT REFERENCE OR PRODUCT BRIEF.
Since 1949, doctors have recommended and prescribed Viterra, secure in the knowledge that their patients are receiving the highest quality vitamin and mineral supplementation. Here's the basis for their confidence:

- carefully selected formulas, kept conscientiously up to date
- consistent potency, backed by the reputation and know-how of a leading producer of bulk vitamins
- versatile dosage forms to meet your patients' individual needs
- at a new low price
- ethical promotion—keeping control over medication in your hands.

This confidence can be yours when you prescribe Viterra.

**VITERRA CAPSULES**
Comprehensive daily supplement Bottles of 30 and 100.

**VITERRA THERAPEUTIC**
Balanced high-potency formula. Bottles of 30 and 100.

**VITERRA TASTITABS**
Delicious for children; can be chewed, swallowed or dissolved. Bottles of 100.

New York 17, N. Y.
Division, Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc.
Science for the World's Well-Being®